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Richard Frohock

From Hawkins to Jenkins: Interpreting Violence in English Piracy Narratives
In 1723, the Boston News-Letter reported a savage piratical attack on a whaling vessel off the coast of Rhode
Island. Notorious pirate Edward Low and his men purportedly “killed the Masters very Barbarously, viz. By
ripping the one alive and taking out his heart and roasting it and then made his Mate eat it, the other by slashing
and mauling him, and then cutting off his Ears, they roasted them and made him eat them, who afterwards dyed
of his Wounds” (148). While this example is exceptional for its brutality, reports of extreme violence are a
defining feature of English piracy narratives. The tradition of narrating piratical violence offers readers the allure
of the macabre. Beyond mere sensationalism, however, tales of piratical violence offers writers and readers
rich opportunities for cultural analysis; piracy narratives necessarily frame and interpret episodes of violence in
recounting them. Violent episodes illustrate human behavior moving beyond the boundaries of civil norms and
as such allow for fundamental interrogation of those boundaries. The transgressive violence of pirate figures
makes them ideally suited to exploring major political and philosophical topics of the period; the story of
piratical violence allows for dialogic formulations--claims and counterclaims--about national character, human
nature, civil society, and the workings of empire itself. While some English pirate narratives recount violence in
order to assert nationalist, even jingoistic perspectives, others explore piratical violence as a way for satirizing
an English character and culture that they view as, at its core, as predatory as piracy on the high seas.

Alexandra Ganser and Gudrun Rath

Figures of Liberty and Death. Pirates and Zombies
Since early modern times, both zombies and pirates have shared a history of diverging appropriations and
attributions. The Caribbean marks a crossroad in the circulation and transformation of these figures in the
context of an “Atlantic modernity“ (Stephan Palmié). The participants discuss this entangled cultural history
from a trans-disciplinary perspective.
Questioning the opposition of freedom and slavery, life and death, zombies and pirates have negotiated
(post)colonial relations for centuries. Zombies, in the cultural imaginaries of the Caribbean understood as
bodies or spirits doomed to serve a master beyond the moment of death, thematize histories of enslavement
and rebellion, while pirates were used to articulate colonial adventure and exploitation on the one hand and
the idea of a resistant collective beyond established power relations on the other.
Both have been cast as figures of exception (Giorgio Agamben) who are discursively located beyond law and
state while simultaneously playing a constitutive role for both; both are marked by ambivalent
characterizations—hero and criminal, rebel and slave, perpetrator and victim.

Doris Garraway

Raising the Living Dead in Postrevolutionary Haiti:
The Case of the Monarchy of Henry Christophe
Laënnec Hurbon

La figure du zombi et la mémoire de l’esclavage outre-Atlantique
La figure du zombi implique un rapport particulier entre l’imaginaire et le réel, ou l’imaginaire fait partie du réel
lui-même, c’est ce que donne à penser l’émergence de la figure du zombi en Haïti, où nous voyons qu’on
parvient à déclarer zombi certains individus qui finissent par se reconnaitre tels. Ce passage, ou plus
exactement cette courbure de la fiction vers le réel est avant l’image suivante (Nachleben, au sens de DidiHuberman) des réseaux symboliques de l’institution esclavagiste établie outre-Atlantique pendant quatre
siècles, pendant que la mémoire de l’esclavage se fait défaillante.
En effet, comme idéal du maitre, l’esclave est toujours supposé tel, c’est-à-dire un être qui est attendu tel dans
la réalité, donc un être vidé de toute substance humaine, de tout ce qui fait de lui un sujet, un être de désir. Or
tout se passe comme si cet esclave attendu comme parfaitement esclave tarde sans cesse à apparaître et se
dérobe au pouvoir du maitre, seule la figure du zombi le réalise en dernière instance et, partant, en constitue
son fantasme. On tachera de porter l’interrogation sur la puissance de l’imaginaire de zombi dans la civilisation
moderne, en pleine fantasmatisation de sa propre puissance, comme extrême pointe de l’évolution de
l’humanité dans sa passion d’une maitrise du monde exprimée dans le processus de colonisation esclavagiste.
On essaiera chemin faisant de comprendre le sens de l’association de la figure du zombi avec celle du pirate des
XVIe et XVIIe siècles de la Caraïbe. Quels sont les ressorts cachés de l’apparition et de l’attraction de ces
figures dans les arts, la littérature el le cinéma? Que nous apprennent-elles sur l’évolution du monde
contemporain?

Florian Krautkrämer

Cosmopolitan Figures
In movies, pirates and zombies are not only a threat for economy and humans but also for borders. Since the
sixties, zombie hordes are a danger not only for the protagonists of the film but for mankind in general,
because they will spread among the world in a very short time, and closing borders never stopped them. On
the other hand, pirates are more successful outside the screen, acting as film and video pirates. In the threat
scenarios of the industry, it is others countries lax handling of copyright protection that enables them to steal
their products.
In both cases, zombies and pirates are not only a global phenomenon but also a global threat. But there is also
a change of perspective that could be described as „cosmopolitanism from below“ (Arjun Appadurai). Zombies
are then not only seen as a danger, but also as a metaphor for an exploited, empowering or ideational
community. And newer research studies emphasized the benefit, film piracy brought to local film industries of
the global south.
Florian Krautkrämers talk will address both figures with a „cosmopolitan vision“ (Ulrich Beck) and focus on
new trends as well as responses, that try to preserve national borders.

Kieran Murphy

Tragedies of the Caribbean
Zombies, Pirates, and the Tragic Mode of History
C.L.R. James’s portrayal of Toussaint Louverture as a tragic character in The Black Jacobins (1963) has spurred
an influential interpretation of Haitian history based on the category of tragedy. Historians, theorists, and
literary critics have mobilized this tragic mode of history to great effect in their explorations of the social,
political, and global significance of the Haitian Revolution. Yet, their works tend to omit what the men and
women who revolted against slavery and the colonial system actually thought about the nature of “tragedy.” In
this paper, Kieran Murphy shows how the popular Caribbean figures of the zombie and pirate offer
homegrown historical and fictional narratives associated with the tragic that shed light on the cultural and
philosophical implications of tragedy in the years leading up to the Haitian Revolution. By doing so, he brings
attention to a lesser known creolized conception of tragedy from which, he argues, we can rethink the tragic
mode of history through a more inclusive, transatlantic perspective.

Sibylle Peters

Explorations in Paralogistics – from Somalian Piracy to the African Terminal
In 2010 somalian pirates captured the MS Taipan sailing under German flag. Dutch Marines freed the ship and
brought the pirates to Hamburg for trial. The first piracy trial since more than 400 years – and children were
wondering: Why does nobody like the pirates anymore, now that they are real? the artist collective
geheimagentur and the FUNDUS THEATER collected questions children would like to ask real pirates on video.
And after a long odyssey they managed to find somalian pirates ready to answer the children’s questions in
Eastleigh, the somalian part of Nairobi. A dialogue between somalian pirates and children of Hamburg about the
history and the presence of piracy was initiated. It marked the beginning of a long term research process that
dealt with questions like, how to create hydrarchical networks today and how to intervene into logistical
systems with paralogistical practices: Two more social sculptures / projects are presented – Hamburg Port
Hydrarchy and The African Terminal.

Eugen Pfister

Don't eat me! I'm a mighty pirate! – Cultural Imaginations of Piracy in Video Games
Pirates! They are the scourge of the seven seas, the nightmare of every law abiding merchant, dashing
adventurers, brutal murderers, fearless explorers, romantic womanizers; they were criminals but also romantic
idols. They ooze a sort of anarchic machismo and glamour. We read about them in adventure novels, we saw
them in the cinema and on TV, we dressed up as pirates and now – with the advent of video games – we are
able to virtually immerse ourselves into the myth, playing games like Assasin’s Creed IV: Black Flag (Ubisoft
Montreal 2013) or Sid Meiers Pirates! (Microprose 1987). The idea of the swashbuckling pirate, especially in
conjunction with imaginations of tropical Caribbean islands is still successfully taping some of our more
subconscious longings. It’s a promise of exoticism and adventure, of freedom and sex. The phenomenon is not
particularly new, and by no means an invention of video games. In his talk Eugen Pfister will analyse “modern”
iterations of these ahistorical imaginations in video games and examine if and how the cultural image of “piracy”
has changed through the media of video games. After an overview of the development of the cultural
imaginations of pirates in history he will therefore search for one or more consistent pirate meta-narratives in
video games and compare them. Thus he intends to distil a cultural meaning of those pop-culture pirates.

Antonia Prochaska

THE MONSTER INSIDE ME
11 dialogues about drastic aesthetics, the fictional monster and boredom in the midst
of the apocalypse
The work explores the human demand for fictional monsters and the narrative of zombie apocalypses. When
and why do monsters appear and what happens after they take over? Which psychological, social and cultural
needs do these scenarios satisfy? To answer these questions, Antonia Prochaska follows a communicative
approach, using conversations as an artistic and knowledge producing practice. Bringing together her dialogue
partners' understandings of the monstrous, she paints a picture of the monster within. The laboratory situation
of a zombie apocalypse gives an idea on where the human appears in the monstrous and the monstrous in the
human.

Sonja Schillings

Traitors and Aliens: The Invention of Race in British Pirate Law
Maritime law and the history of the concept of race are far more intimately intertwined than is often
understood. Early modern British pirate law is one of the first Western laws whose provisions (and especially,
practices) satisfy our contemporary definitions of racism. This contribution traces how legal constructions of
Mediterranean and Atlantic piracy helped formulate essentialist dichotomies between “races” in the first place.
Pirate law was a major factor in creating and systematizing distinctions on the basis of race for expanding
European empires. A historically and spatially specific situation of maritime violence in the Mediterranean was
translated into a universally applicable, abstract model of what piracy was: namely, a collaboration of white
“renegades” and “traitors” with non-white “alien invaders” to assault a just European empire devoted to
defending peace everywhere (and especially those waters and territories “infested” with such hostile
presences).
In the Mediterranean region, actual collaboration between European and non-European privateers on behalf of
non-European sovereigns had been a familiar phenomenon for centuries. In British courtrooms dealing with
such cases, a fundamentally different legal treatment of “native” African and “renegade” European Barbary
corsairs had become standard practice. As the British Empire expanded into the Atlantic region, such implicit
distinctions of status and allegiance soon became a central resource for establishing a notion of essentialist
difference between Europeans on the one hand, and all non-Europeans on the other. These dividing lines
became, indeed, a central model for later understandings of the concept of race.
In the context of presenting this research on race and pirate law, the talk will also point out some of the
implications for our contemporary cultural concepts of treason and invasion.
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